
Global SCOPE provides the opportunity to define interaction between food demand, supply and losses in Kenya, India and the UK and will identify knowledge transfer opportunities and 

provide incisive insights into where food loss reduction and valorisation interventions (for the particular benefit of smallholder farmers) should be deployed. 

Protein and Food Loss Profiles— Development of a sustainability index for      

food products.  

The development of a system of assessing food waste and loss using nutritional demand from populations, production 
capacity and food loss has provided unique insight into developing more incisive food policy.  As can be seen in Figure 1 

there are critical differences and gaps in global protein supply profiles. 

Figure 2 demonstrates that food waste and loss data is extremely variable.  Food losses are a universal threat to food 

sustainability and security. 

The Centreplate Model—Using food security indices for food products. Food security is typically assessed at national levels and the requirement for granularity is immediate for food manufacturers.  New metrics will guide beneficial activities, helpful interventions and 

product development.  Many indices exist but they are typically applied to “systems” and not products, meals or diets—this therefore presents a particular opportunity to advance the agri-food supply chain at key stages including farm, storage, further processing / handling, sale and consumption.  

(Figure 3 left) The rank of protein supply for the 

Indian food system across different food 

material categories, the rank score of protein 

supply benchmarked against Domestic Supply 

Quantity (DSQ) rank scores. The ▼symbol for 

DSQ shows points where DSQ rank is lower than 

protein rank; the ▲symbol shows points where 

DSQ rank is greater than protein rank. 

(Figure 4 left) The rank of protein supply for the 

Kenyan food system across different food material 

categories, the rank score of protein supply bench-

marked against DSQ rank scores. The ▼symbol for 

DSQ shows points where DSQ rank is lower than 

protein rank; the ▲symbol shows points where DSQ 

rank is greater than protein rank. 

Protein Profiles (Figure 1) Food Loss Profiles (Figure 2) 

(Figure 5 right) The rank of food losses for the Indian 

food system across different food item categories, the 

ranked amount of food losses from producer to retailers 

(tonnes) are benchmarked against DSQ rank scores. The 

▼symbol for DSQ shows points where DSQ rank is lower 

than food loss rank; the ▲symbol shows points where 

DSQ rank is greater than food loss rank.  

(Figure 6 right) The rank of food losses for the Kenyan food 

system across different food item categories, the ranked amount of 

food losses from producer to retailers (tonnes) are benchmarked 

against DSQ rank scores. The ▼symbol for DSQ shows points where 

DSQ rank is lower than food loss rank; the ▲symbol shows points 

where DSQ rank is greater than food loss rank. (right) > 
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Data enables “informed decisions” on the key opportunities and challenges in Kenya and India... 


